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12 HOW WILL NEW TECHNOLOGY MODIFY THE
DRIVING TASK

Magda Draskóczy

12.1 Introduction

The often stated aim of implementing new technology in road transport is to improve
efficiency, safety and environmental quality. Road transport is, however, the
transport mode in which the most independent actors function and in which interests
are the most divergent. It means that although some applications are really steered
by the needs mentioned above, there is also a strong push of new technological
development, the producers of which hope to find a broad market in road transport,
and applications in practice give preference mostly to congestion reduction and
driver comfort.

In an EU project, HINT (Human Implications of New Technology) the main areas of
transport technology implementation expected in a 10-20 years perspective have
been identified in the road transport area (Draskóczy, 1997). Expected
implementations can be divided into mainly infrastructure-based and mainly vehicle-
based technologies. The main groups of expected infrastructure-based technologies
are as follows:
• network traffic control (VMS)
• intersection traffic control
• parking control
• traffic and travel information
• urban demand management
• motorway tolling, etc.

New vehicle-based technologies can be expected on the following areas:
• navigation and route guidance systems

• intelligent cruise control systems

• lane-keeping support

• vision enhancement

• driver and vehicle status monitoring

• automatic speed adaptation

• violation detection and enforcement.
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12.2 Human impacts of new technology

New road transport technology under development will modify the task of every actor
in road transport, first of all that of drivers and control centre personnel. Expected
impacts can be analysed from different perspectives. In a previous EU project,
HOPES (HOrizontal Project for the Evaluation on Safety) the areas of possible
safety impacts of new transport technology have been identified and analysed
(Draskóczy, 1994). Safety impacts of expected new transport technology are wide-
spread, as new systems will influence the whole road transport system, from
management to route- and modal choice, from the frequency and length of driving, to
the characteristics of the driving task itself. The areas where new technology may
have positive or negative impact on road safety are as follows:

• direct effects of an in-car system on the user (directly altering the driving task)

• direct effect of a road-side system on users (influencing directly the driving
task)

• modifying behaviour of the user (altering driving behaviour in a more general
and longer term by delegation of responsibility, etc.)

• modifying behaviour of non-users (influencing the general driving culture by
new systems, inducing imitation effects, etc.)

• modifying interactions between users and other road users

• modifying accident consequences (e.g. by improving rescue activities)

• modifying exposure (e.g. by inducing new journeys)

• modifying modal choice (e.g. promoting public transport use by better
information, or vice versa)

• modifying route choice (e.g. by leading car traffic to residential areas by rout
guidance systems)

• modifying speed choice (new technology that promises higher safety for its users
may have a negative safety effect by generating higher speeds).

If human impacts are looked upon in a narrower way, i.e. by looking at the task of
driving itself, a checklist developed by the HINT project presents the main areas of
expected human impacts (Carsten 1998). Expected new transport technology has
been analysed in the frame of the HINT projects used this analytical framework
(Draskóczy, 1999). Systems that inform, advice or assist the driver, or intervene in
the control of the vehicle, all modify the driving task in some way, and influence the
work load of the driver. Work load may change in any direction, being too low or too
high, or even more, too low for a long time period when driving is assisted by some
advanced system, and then suddenly too high in an emergency situation when the
driver has to take over control.

Situation awareness of vehicle drivers will be influenced by new technology in
many different ways. Many new systems that give drivers information or advice have
been developed in order to increase drivers’ situation awareness by informing them
on factors that are hidden for the naked eye but have influence on the driving task.
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These systems, therefore, most probably will improve situation awareness of the
driver. On the other hand, driver assistance systems that take over part of the driving
task, may prevent drivers from being aware of functions which are not any more
under their control.

New technology introduces new channels of communication for drivers, mainly in
the form of messages coming from the control centre, and received partly from a
road-side gantry outside the vehicle, partly from some information source within the
vehicle. This development, especially if many information sources are working inside
the vehicle, may cause that drivers’ attention is more and more drawn toward in-car
displays, and their communication and co-operation with other road users is
weakened.

When tasks, that traditionally are performed by humans, are automated, or at least
part of the control is taken over by technology from the human operator, it is always
a hot topic, who has the overall responsibility for the error-free functioning of the
system. It is a firm statement of the car industry and road transport technology
providers that the locus of responsibility is going to remain at the driver, even if
sophisticated driver assistance systems offer support to him. Even if the overall
responsibility for accident-free driving is on the driver, responsibility has to be
shared between the driver and the system provider in case if systems take over part
of the control over the vehicle.

One of the basic needs behind implementation of new technology in road transport is
to reduce human errors that lead to accidents, and assist drivers in driving functions
where machines can function more accurately than human beings. However, driving
is a dynamic process in which drivers may use the assistance they get for attaining
further advantages by e.g. driving faster, taking more risk, and this may produce new
sources of error. Moreover, the system intervention itself may be a new source of
error when e.g. different information sources interfere with each other and with the
driving task, or systems that are designed to reduce driver work load decrease
vigilance in a degree that is already dangerous. It is necessary that human errors
created by new systems are carefully analysed in an early phase of system
development, and their sources eliminated before introducing the system into the
market.

Preventing system errors and system failures is a primary concern of every system
provider, but as driving is a potentially dangerous activity, system errors in this area
may have especially dangerous consequences. A special source of system errors of
in-car information and driver assistance systems is that they are very often
developed not as organic part of car development, but as add-on systems that even
can be combined freely with other add-on systems.

It is a well known phenomenon that if a change is introduced to the road-vehicle-
user system, road users adapt their behaviour to the change and this adaptation is
not always in line with the intention of the initiators of the change. Introduction of
new transport technology aims at improving traffic safety and efficiency, but drivers
who use the technology have their own aims, and use the possibilities provided by
new technology for fulfilling them. One possible behaviour adaptation effect on new
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road transport technology may be a delegation of responsibility on systems that take
over some control task, and dividing attention between driving and some other tasks
or activities, or simply relax and not concentrate fully on the driving task.  It may be
especially attractive to use new technology, e.g. computer and internet connection
available for the driver, to carry out some office work while driving, if some driver
assistance system takes over part of the driving task.  Another dangerous form of
behaviour adaptation may be the imitation of the often rather short following distance
or relatively high speed of the vehicles that are equipped with systems, such as
cruise control or vision enhancement, by drivers of non-equipped vehicles. Also,
drivers of vehicles equipped with some driver assistance system may overestimate
the assistance they get, and take risks that they would not take without the system.

Systems that provide guidance or give assistance in vehicle control, make some
traditional driving skills unnecessary, and as those skills will not be practised, some
loss of those skills is probable. The loss of skills does not mean any problem until
the driver enters a situation where the system does not function any more, either
because its function depends on some support from the infrastructure that is missing
in the given area (e.g. infrastructure based navigation support), or the system fails
and the driver has to take over its function.

Failure is an inevitable aspect of technical systems, but the consequences of a
failure are dependent on many factors. Road vehicles, however well equipped with
new technology, will for a long time remain under the human command of the driver,
therefore, if systems can fail gracefully, by warning the operator on failure, and
revert to a manual mode of functioning, harmful effects of the system failure can be
minimised.

12.3 What do drivers need from new technology?

An other possible approach of analysing new technology’s impact on the driving
activity is to look at driver needs that may be fulfilled by new systems. These needs
can be of two types: need for information and need for support in perception,
decision making and vehicle control.

New road transport technology has the promise to provide the driver with information
on many different areas, such as
• on the traffic situation ahead
• on other road users
• on the status of own vehicle
• on parking facilities
• on public transport options, etc.

Assistance in perception will cover areas as vision enhancement in darkness and
bad visibility conditions, distance perception, perception of partner vehicle1s speed,
etc. Decision making will be supported by new systems at overtaking, navigation in
unknown areas or simple optimal navigation strategy in the existing traffic situation,
speed choice, etc. Longitudinal and lateral vehicle control will be assisted in many
ways by new technology as well as keeping of the desired speed level.
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Apart from the needs of individual drivers, there are societal needs and aims that the
now developing new technology should fulfil and support. These are partly related to
reducing congestion, partly to reducing societal costs of road transport, e.g.
improving traffic safety and better environmental protection. Future systems that can
contribute to the improvement of traffic safety are speeding and other violation
detection and enforcement systems, intelligent automatic speed adaptation systems,
driver status monitoring systems, etc. Systems that support modal shift to public
transport, congestion and demand management systems, etc. contribute to fulfilling
societal needs in a more complex way.

The analysis of the driving task represent an other approach to understand new
technology’s expected influences. It is widely accepted that driving consists of
activities on three levels:
• navigation (route choice on macro- and micro level)
• manoeuvring (interaction with the environment, including other road users), and
• control (control of the vehicle’s movement)

The navigation task is executed partly before starting driving, i.e. choice of travel
mode, route and travel time. These will be assisted by systems such as systems
giving information on traffic, other travel mode options, parking facilities, etc.
Systems that will assist the navigation task during driving are different kind of
navigation and route guidance systems.

Correct manoeuvring demands correct and timely information on the environment.
Several information systems are under development that promise to give information
to the driver on road surface conditions, weather, actual traffic regulations (relevant
signs), etc. Information via information technology on the presence of other road
users seems rather futuristic, because the reliability of such information is rather
dubious, and the danger of behaviour modification by delegation of responsibility is
especially high. Some systems with warning function will also assist the
manoeuvring task, such as those that warn on excess speed, traffic violations,
danger of collision, etc.

A wide variety of systems promise assistance to drivers in vehicle control. Cruise
control systems give assistance in longitudinal control, speed keeping and distance
keeping. Different systems are under development to help keeping lateral control of
vehicle, and intelligent speed adaptation systems promise help in finding and
keeping appropriate speed not only as a function of speed limit, but in many different
environmental conditions.

12.4 possible problems

As has been shown in the previous chapters, a profound modification of the task of
road vehicle driving can be expected in the relatively near future. Drivers will be
widely supported by new systems on every level and every aspect of driving. On the
other hand, the overall responsibility for safe driving will remain at the driver, in spite
of the fact that he will rely on a wide variety of systems giving information, advice,
warning, and even partly taking over control over some functions of the vehicle.
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Experiments and simulator studies carried out mainly in different EU projects has
highlighted some of the problems that can be expected when new technology
appears in real traffic. Some of them will be mentioned in this chapter, grouped
according to the type of system.
• Informing and warning systems, especially in-car systems, will bring the problem

of the increasing amount of information the driver has to cope with. It is especially
problematic if information/warning systems function independently, without any
selection, prioritising and timing of the messages. The increasing number of in-car
messages to the driver may bring a shift of attention from the area in front of the
car to in-car, that may be dangerous.

• Driver assistance systems aim at decreasing driver work load, and one of the
problems connected to that is that driver work load may become too low in simple
driving situations, e.g. during motorway driving. These situations are monotonous
even when driving present cars, and it is difficult to maintain an optimal level of
alertness for the driver. Driver assistance systems which take over part of the
driving task, but still leave the responsibility on the driver to intervene in
emergency situations, can worsen the situation.

• Vehicle control systems may cause similar problems, i.e. that it will not be clear
for the driver in every situation where the locus of control lies at the moment, what
can be expected from the system and when and how does the driver have to take
over control

• Apart from these system-type specific problems, special problems may occur in
the changeover period, i.e. in periods when systems are already installed in some
new cars, but smaller or bigger part of the car population functions without them. It
is likely that behaviour of drivers driving those most prestigious cars will be
different from that of the general driving population, and imitating them without
having sophisticated technology  may be dangerous.

• Training for the use of new systems, and maintaining skills, that are not needed
while driving with the systems, but may be necessary in some situations, are other
problems to be solved.

• Long term behavioural adaptation of drivers to the existence of new systems,
even more to a combination of several ones, is a territory not yet sufficiently
covered by empirical studies. Hypotheses based on partial studies and theoretical
analysis call our attention on the probability of delegation of responsibility of the
driver to the system, and also on the possibility that drivers may be involved in
other activities while driving (information collection from internet, receiving and
sending messages via in-car computer, etc.) in monotonous situations while
assisted by the new systems.

12.5 conclusions

New technology, especially information technology has the promise that a wide
variety of new technologies will be introduced in road transport, that will profoundly
modify the task of the driver. Some of the systems under development aim at
improving directly traffic safety, but most of them concentrate more on features such
as driver comfort and efficiency that sell better to the individual driver.
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Safety and behavioural impacts of new systems going to be implemented in vehicles
or in road traffic in general are hardly known, EU studies mostly concentrated on
technical feasibility and user acceptance studies. Even more, we do not know
anything about the expected safety and behavioural impact of the combination of
those systems. Standards, guidelines and regulations are badly missing in this area.
Systems introduced in cars and in road traffic in general may have strong influence
on traffic safety, therefore, their production and implementation can not be steered
only by market forces. Safety and behavioural impacts of each new system (and their
probable combinations) have to be studied, and their production and use needs to
be regulated, so that they may really contribute to the improvement of traffic safety.
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